
Is there likely to be a subjective impact from 
a patient perspective on… health outcomes/ 

process of care/ experience of care?

No, thus PE is not 
required. Utilize clinical 

reviews to establish 
changes to clinical  

outcomes that might 
affect patient-care and 

recovery.  

Yes
2. Initiate Rapid Literature 
Review and Engage with 

Patient organizations 

Do the findings from the literature and 
engagement with patient organizations provide 

adequate information re the patient’s 
experience of the technology (or condition 
related to the technology) under evaluation

1. Incorporate non-disease/ non-condition 
specific patient partners to: 

a) Input on the scope and specific questions of 
the HTA

b) Input on the level and form of patient 
engagement for the HTA

c) Meet with HTA team members re clinical 
and economic reviews and economic model, 
to ensure patient values are reflected

Yes, adequate information was 
found in the literature and thus  no 

direct PE is required. 

No, the information found was not adequate 
thus direct patient engagement is required via 
recruitment of patients in BC with experience 
with the technology (or the condition related 

to the technology). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If it is determined that the HTA directly impacts patients in the form of subjective impact from a patient perspective, we would then immediately involve a patient partner (i.e., member of the public who is not a patient in the specific disease area and who has some exposure to HTA processes – i.e., one day crash course). The patient partner would be asked to provide input on: 1. proposed scope and question of the HTA; 2. level and form of engagement of patient partner for the given HTA; 3. meeting with HTA team members for input on clinical and economic reviews as well as economic model, with the primary intent of ensuring patient values are reflected.Once the review of the literature and engagement with patient organizations is complete, HTA team in conjunction with patient partner assesses whether direct patient engagement is required.* Specifically the aim is to determine whether additional information would be useful in understanding patient experiences of the technology or condition related to the technology under evaluation. If the answer here is ‘additional information is required’ then we would proceed with direct patient engagement. If the answer is ‘no additional information is required’ then we do not proceed with direct patient engagement. An important question of timing is raised here: in a rapid cycle HTA, it may take 4-6 weeks to have the literature review on patient engagement completed, thus it is relatively late in the rapid cycle HTA to then be deciding on initiating direct patient engagement (noting that the whole HTA is to be completed in 100 days). Following initial involvement of the patient partner (input on scope and question, input on level of engagement, meeting with HTA team members), the ongoing involvement may be minimal (e.g., meeting 1-2 times during the 100 days with HTA team members including a final debrief of findings) or more substantial (e.g., numerous meetings with HTA team members including timely check-ins, specific feedback on clinical and economic review findings, consultation during economic model development, as well as debrief around findings and write-up). It is acknowledged that there will some degree of subjectivity here in determining this level of patient partner involvement. Also, it may be determined that it would be beneficial to involve a patient with lived experience in the meeting with the clinical advisors to help define the clinical pathway (or, alternatively, have a separate meeting with a patient or group of patients to discuss the clinical pathway from their perspective). This would be in addition to involvement of the patient partner in these discussions.
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